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A Missing Child, Secrets of the Eighth Cave, and a Swath of TreacheryWhen a child goes missing

and thirteen more start humming a solemn tune, it's up to Bailey, Aiden, Avery and the Coven to

figure out who is behind the treacherous activities. The crew must venture to the hidden eighth cave

and beg the old crones for help. But they're not willing to open a crack in the world that could lead to

its downfall.Find out what happens when this adventure takes Bailey and Aiden to a new place, both

physically and emotionally....and Avery makes a discovery that will both fulfill and devastate him.
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I have enjoyed this series from the first and each book is an improvement on the last! I love the

characters and their relationships and the paranormal elements seem quite reasonable. The new

challenges in the book to find the missing children was well done. I cannot wait to see what happens

next!I received a copy of this book in exchange for my honest review.

This is the continuation of the series, it was great and as a member of the ARC team I am leaving



an honest review. This was a fantastic review, they had to travel to Faerie land to rescue a little girl

who got kidnapped, and while they were there, the other's had to figure out how they got kidnapped.

It was an easy read but delightful. I was not disappointed in any way and can't wait for the next

book, I hope there is a next book, there is always hope there is a next book. So lets stay tune and

reach for the secret of the caves.....

I've been reading each book in this series and sort of living through Bailey. My imagination and Ms.

Barkers descriptions are marvelous and the quirky little town and the bake shop with Chloe and Aria

and France's and Avery. They do find themselves in a lot of difficult situations. This time a spell on

children and Faerie land and lots of magic and spells. What a page turner this book was! Loved it at

5 Stars!

I received a complimentary copy of this book in exchange for an honest review.Each one of these

mysteries is more involved than the last. In other words, this crazy story keeps expanding so much

that you canâ€™t help but enjoy it. Bailey keeps becoming the witch that she was born to be, and

everyone in her life plays a pivotal role in this, especially those that also have supernatural powers.

This story is very action packed, and Avery has a bigger role in it than some of the other books.

Besides that, you get to see what everyone is made up. If youâ€™re a fan of the series, youâ€™ll

likely enjoy this and you wonâ€™t even be lost if you start with this one, since there is information in

the beginning that helps you catch up with the story.

Takes a pinch of this, a melody, burnt fingers and a who dunnit in another realm to save the day in

this newest book. I could not put this newest book down until the very last page. This is a series that

must be read in order to fully understand and appreciate, but it is an amazing adventure. Bailey,

Aiden, Avery, and the coven fight to save the children trapped in a disjointed melody to unlock the

door between worlds. In the end, the door is locked but Avery pays a heavy price...his heart and his

fingers?!? A twist has a stranger, Mr. Dove, entering the town hoping to purchase a shop for a hefty

price tag...I can't wait to see what happens next.

In this fourth installment Bailey and Aiden must do what they have been warned against, go up

against the fairies to save one missing little girl. What they don't realize is while they are racing to

save her their friends back in Coven Grove are racing to save even more children from an unknown

threat. Each installment gets better and better with this one capturing interest from start to finish.



The epilogue leaves us wanting more and I can't wait for another awesome installment .''''I received

this book in exchange for an honest review ' ' ' '

This is a fantastic read! My favorite people return in another installment--Bailey, Alden, Avery and

the threesome witches. It is so nice to see the storeyline that began in the first book continue

smoothly with additional excitement added in. I laughed and almost cried as love was lost but

cheered when an attraction between two of the characters accelerated. The visit I faeryland was

mind boggling and full of danger. I absolutely adore this series!!I was gifted this book in exchange

for an honest review.

Once again the caves in Coven Grove share secrets with Bailey, and this time allow her to take

Aiden to the land of the fairies to rescue a missing child. It is a chilling experience to find an

alternative Coven Grove and similar looking people waiting for them on the other side of the

divide.Bailey and Aiden show exceeding care and brilliance in wining the game and rescuing the

girl. However the escape is not included in their winnings. A very exciting display of magic on both

sides of the fairy circle ends with Avery showing his true abilities as an upcoming wizard. There is

bittersweet romance and of course the tight knit circle of magic that we have come to know and love

as a part of this series.It is a wonderful addition to the series and leaves me wanting more! If you

happened upon this review, I feel compelled to tell you that these books must be read in order to

appreciate and understand each book. A very pleasant chore to read, and highly recommended!I

received a free copy of this book from the author in exchange for my honest review.
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